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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear editor,

we pleased for your comments and attempted to provide all of them.

about your firs comment: 1. Title Page:
Please include the email addresses for all authors on the title page. The corresponding author should still be indicated. The title page needs to be in the main manuscript file, preceding the abstract, not uploaded separately.
we added all authors Email addresses in the title page before abstract section in the main manuscript.

about your second comment: 2. Conclusions:
Please add a “Conclusions” section after the “Discussion” section. This should state clearly the main conclusions of the research article and give a clear explanation of their importance and relevance.
we added conclusion section after discussion section.

about your third comment: 3. Figure Legends:
Please provide figure titles/legends under a separate heading of 'Figure Legends' after the References. Figure files should contain only the image/graphic, as well as any associated keys/annotations. If titles/legends are present within the figure files, please remove them.

we removed figures legends from figures files and added them after references section.

and about your fourth comment: 4. Declarations:

Please note that all manuscripts must contain all the following sections under the heading 'Declarations'. The Declarations should follow the Conclusions section, and be before the References.

we added declarations section after conclusion section with all needed subtitles.

regard